
Night 2

Group A:

You're walking through the corridors lost in though when suddenly someone is calling out to you.

"Hey there! How about going to the bar and have a drink together while playing cards?" It's Captain 

Kleene Onigiri, who seems to already have had some drinks.

"Come on, it will be fun! Don't worry, if we need to puke there is always the vast sea to aim at, 

hahaha! Some other people will join us too."

What will you do?

Agree and go with her.1)

Decline politely and do something else.2)

No one dared to decline <3

Right choice for player: Conia 2, Sherlock3 1, Akonyl 1, CTU 1 , Detective Tommy 2, Holmes 1

What the player decided:

Sherlock3: 1 = true

CTU: 1=True

Conia: 1 = false

Akonyl: 1 = True

DT: 1 =  false

At Bar: (9)

Sherlock(anokata),
CTU(KID)

Conia(Makoto),

Akonyl(Calvados), 

DT(Heiji), 

Holmes(Shiratori)

Schillok(Kir),

Dus(Gin), 

Pofa(Korn)

All at storage: (15)

Follow:(3)

Kain(Eisuke),

Yuriko(Genta),

Breva (Kogoro)

Help Girl:(10)

Nom (Tequila)

shin_ichi (Kobayashi)

Sakina(Jodie)

commi(Asami) 

abs. (Ayumi)

Help cook:(2) 

Meme(akai), 

Edo(Akemi)

Don't help, but also at bar: (3)

Parkur(Vermouth/James),

Paix(Yusaku)

PT(Pisco)  

Explanation:

Each player get's a PM, where he has to decide what he will do. The right choice isn't the same for 

everyone. It's decided randomly if the players right decision is 1) or 2). Right decision gives the 

player a true hint. A false decision will give the player a false hint.

Also, the hits were chosen randomly. Funny fact, for Sherlock, holmes was randomly chosen. And 

for holmes sherlock. Same for Akonyl <-> Schillok.

Also, the hints were aimed at the people that are with you at the palce. Either at the bar or at the 

storage.

Hints/Decisions
Donnerstag, 28. Oktober 2010
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DT: 1 =  false

Holmes 1= true

Answer Group A:

"Whooooooo! Nice! Let's go!" Captain Kleene Onigiri grabs you on the shoulder and drawgs you away 

to the bar. You wonder if you had a choice to decline in the first place? Well, who cares.

You both enter the bar. Captain Kleene Onigiri goes away again and drags some other people to the 

round table where you're sitting.

Kleene pulls out a card deck and wants to play with Sherock3, CTU, Conia, Akonyl, Detective Tommy 

and Holmes poker while drinking. CTU seems to win a lot. He also likes the drink Sea Breeze.

After a while, you also see pofa, Dus and Schillok walking into the bar and talking with Jack. At the 

bar you also see Parkur, Paix672 and PhoenixTears sitting alone and drinking.

But you don't care much about that, you want to win the poker game!

Sherlock3(Anokata) -> Holmes(shiratori) (true)

You have some bad luck with the game. You take a break and go to the bar to order a drink. You 

suddenly feel like you missed something… something seems strange. Hm.. But what is it? You turn 

around and look at the people that are in the bar. You turn around again and take a sip of your newly 

made drink. Wait! Now you know! You saw one of them once before! 

That person is a public servant. The one currently holding the glass in the hand.  

Public servant -> police officer

Holding a glass in the hand -> Only officer with alcohol is Shiratori and Yumi. Yumi is already dead 

tho.

Also, every true hint had a small and very vague hint on the player in the last sentence. I didn't 

think anyone would notice it, since I made it very hard and vague. But main point was on the role, not 

the player anyway,

Holding -> Holmes

Conia(Makoto) -> Vodka (fake) [died]

The game is decent. You win, but you're also are loosing sometimes. One of the people in the bar has 

a great stature. Maybe that person is also doing martial arts? Looks a bit like a bodyguard.

Strangely, that person seems to like to drink a certain drink pure. Urgh, not something for you. You 

prefer your water.

Water -> Vodka

Certain drink pure -> you drink Vodka pure. Well, one drink that is known for that I think.

Bodyguard, great stature -> well, it sounds like a description about Vodka I hope? ;D

Akonyl(Calvados) -> Schillok (Kir) (true)

How boring. Those guys aren't so good in poker. Well, besides your Black Organization buddies, of 

course.

You're dazzled by a shining when you looked at one of the persons in the bar. The light reflected in 

the clock that person is wearing. You stare at that person. Hmmm, seems kinda familiar. Somehow 

that person reminds you of France, but you don't know why.

Ooops, it's you turn. Better not getting distracted anymore. 

You shouldn't look at that shining anymore.

France -> Kir is a popular French cocktail made with a measure of crème de cassis (blackcurrant 

liqueur) topped up with white wine. (wiki)

Well, Akonyl thought it could be Hakuba, but he's from england :V And the clock wasn't supposed to 

be a hint, but suggested Agasa too I guess :x
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Last sentence: Shining + look = Schillok…. I feel like Kogoro now XD

Detective Tommy (Heiji) -> Sonoko (false)

Hmm… playing cards isn't really your thing. But now you can observe the other people in the bar. 

Which is way more interesting.

One of the persons in the bar seem to have a matching necklace with another person. Hmm… you 

remember seeing such a necklace at school. A lot of girls were wearing that too.

Well, there were always those "Best friends" necklaces and stuff. Easy hint, but a false one :x

Holmes (Shiratori) -> Sherlock3(Anokata) (true)

You're sitting at the table playing with the others. One stands up and walks away, to take a break, 

and orders a drink directly at the bar man..

You guys continue playing. Suddenly, you get a strange feeling. Seems like someone in the bar is 

looking intensely at you. You wonder why? But you don't like the those eyes this person has. 

Something about them is not normal. 

Maybe you should lock your door tonight?

Well, it's hard to make a hint on anokata, since no one knows who he is. So I just made that person 

"strange".

Also, last sentence: Lock -> Sherlock

Group B

You're on the deck, enjoying the view and the nice breeze. Oh, you were asked by someone to go to 

the bar and meet up with that person. Better get going then.

But right when you wanted to leave the deck, you notice a suspicious person. You don't see who that 

is, but something is fishy about that person…

What will you do?

Follow the suspicious person.1)

Don't follow and meet with the one you're supposed to meet.2)

Right choice for player: Dus 1, Yurikochan 2, Kain 1, breva 2, Schillok 2, pofa 2

What the player decided:

Schillok: 2 = true

Dus 2 = false

Yurikochan 1=false

Breva 1=false

Kain 1 =  true

Pofa 2 = true

Option 2: Goes to bar. (schillok, dus, pofa)

You decide to not follow the person and instead to meet with Jack in the bar, like you promised. You 

don't know why, but Jack asked you to come.

You open the door and you can see Captain Kleene Onigiri playing cards with Sherock3, CTU, Conia, 

Akonyl, Detective Tommy and Holmes. Seems like they have a lot of fun.

Also, Parkur, Paix672 and PhoenixTears are here. They are sitting alone at the bar and are drinking 
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Also, Parkur, Paix672 and PhoenixTears are here. They are sitting alone at the bar and are drinking 

something.

You spotted Jack in the other corner of the bar. You walk to him and you're greeted nicely.

"So, what do you want? Why did you call me?"

Jack: "Ahhh, no reason. I just didn't want to be ordered to do something by Captain Kleene Onigiri 

again! So I told her I'll meet some people at the bar and that I'm busy because of that!

Also, I wanted to know more about you guys! Look, the others are also arriving!"

Now, Jack is talking with everyone he invited and actually came, Schillok, Dus and pofa.

Jack: "Aww, not everyone who I invited actually came… but we can still have fun! Kleene is already 

playing with the other there! And seems already quite drunk, haha! Well, how about a drinking game 

together, huh?"

Schillok (Kir) -> Akonyl(Calvados) (true)

A drinking game? You thought it was something urgent since Jack sounded so serious. Ah, well. It's 

ok. Now you can observe the other people in the bar. While playing that drinking game with Jack and 

the others, you notice that a person here in the bar is staring at you. You have the feeling that you 

know who that is. And that stare gives you goose bumps. 

Only if you knew who that is! But that person is definitely not someone you should mess with.

I wasn't sure if Kir knew Calvados. So, instead I allowed the people to quote it to others. I though 

maybe they will post it and see the connection :x

Anyway, it's time for the Kleene Quiz: Only -> onyl -> Akonyl :x

Dus(Gin) -> Kogoro at bar and drunk (false) [well, Kogoro died :V]

Oh great, now you're stuck here and you have to play a drinking game. Not that you don't like 

drinking games, you just don't feel like playing a drinking game with those people. While playing that 

game with Jack and the others, you get quite drunk.

You also notice someone else in the bar getting drunk a lot, and that's not Kleene or Jack. That 

person seems familiar. You think you saw that person somewhere before. Oh, that person fell 

asleep. Ha! Can't hold his liqueur! What a wimp. 

Familiar, saw somewhere before -> Gin saw Kogoro in DC too

Fell asleep -> sleeping Kogoro XD

Can't hold his liqueur -> drunk

Didn't know if they would lynch/APTX breva at that time, and forgot to change it later :V But was a 

false hint anyway.

Pofa (Korn) ->  Paix(yusaku) (true)

Oh… drinking game. Great! You drink quite a lot with Jack and the others. After a while, you spot 

someone in the bar that seems familiar. A celebrity? Hm… you don't know. But you know you saw the 

face of that person somewhere before! But where? 

Maybe you should pay more attention in the future? Oh, you remember that you also have to pay 

600 bucks to Vodka, since he lend you some.

Celebrity -> Yusaku, could also be Yukiko or Shinichi tho.

Pay + 600 -> Paix672 XD Well, the number 672 woudl have been too obvious, so just 600.

They thought it was paix. But instead thought it was a trickser, because of Vodka. But they also 

noticed the celebrity part. So they weren't sure.

Btw. I'm Vodka. Where is my money?

Option 1: Follows suspicious person
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Option 1: Follows suspicious person

You decided to follow the suspicious person. That person didn't notice, that you're following 

him/her.

Finally, after some minutes, the person opens a door and goes into a room. You silently follow and 

peek into that room. It's a storage room and to your surprise, that person you followed isn't alone. 

And it seems like some other people were following someone too. People that were following 

someone and ended up in the storage room are Yurikochan, breva and KainTheVampire. Some people 

in the storage room are looking for some stuff. One group is trying to help a little girl that lost his 

teddy bear. Those people who are helping the girl are nomemory, abs., shin_ichi, sakina and 

Commi_ninja. Another group tries to find some indigents in the storage room. It's meme and 

Edogawa4869.

Yurikochan(Genta) -> Irish (false)

You don't know which one of these people is the one you followed anymore. Since you couldn't see 

the face of that one clearly.

But after looking around in the storage room, you found a person with funny eyebrows. You talked 

to that person and made fun of it. But that wasn't such a good idea. That person yelled at you and 

scolded you! Whoa, what a scary, large person that is!.

Funny Eyebrows…. FUNNY EYEBROWS! XD

Breva (Kogoro) -> Chiba (false) [died]

You don't know which one of these people is the one you followed anymore. Since you couldn't see 

the face of that one clearly.

But after looking around in the storage room more clearly, you find a familiar face. It's the 

babyface you know from Beika. Why is that person here? Shouldn't that person work at the 

moment in Beika? Strange.

Babyface -> Chiba. He was called that in one of the newest chapters

KainTheVampire(Eisuke) -> meme(Akai) (true)

You don't know which one of these people is the one you followed anymore. Since you couldn't see 

the face of that one clearly. But you find a familiar face in the storage room. That person has sharp 

but sad eyes. You wonder why that person looks so sad? 

Meh, you can't help that person. You have your own problems.

Sharp but sad eyes -> Akai

Meh -> meme? XD *get's hit by someone*

Group C

You walk walk around the ship. You don't seem to find what you were looking for… and you're kinda 

lost now.

Suddenly you smell a delicious scent. You're near the kitchen and risk a peek into it.

"Hey you!" someone shouts at you. You turn around and see a guy with blond hair covering his right 

eye,, smoking a cigarette and having a cooking dress on.

"Ah… excuse me… I--" 

"You! I need you!"

"Huh? What?" You ask surprised.

"I need someone to help me out. I need to keep on preparing the food. But I'm out of indigents. But 

since I'm in the middle of cooking, I can't just leave like that.

So, go to the storage and get me what I need. Fast!"

He doesn't seem to know how to ask for a favour…
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He doesn't seem to know how to ask for a favour…

What will you do?

1) Help the cook out.

You don't care. You have better things to do. 2)

Right choice for player: Meme 2, paix 1, PT 1, Edogawa 2, Parkur 2

What the player decided:

Parkur: 2 = true

Meme 1 = false

Edo 1 =  false

Paix 2= false 

PT 2 =  false

Option 2: Don't help the cook

You decided not to help, and told the cook. He's suddenly throwing a knife at you "You jerk! How can 

you not help me! OUT WITH YOU, NOW!"

"Whoah!"

You dodge the knife and run away. You hear the cook swearing a lot while running away. Oh jeez.

Anyway, maybe you should avoind that cook now. It's best to go to the bar then and hide there for 

a while.

As you enter the bar, you see Captain Kleene Onigiri drinking and playing cards with Sherock3, CTU, 

Conia, Akonyl, Detective Tommy and Holmes. In another corner, you see Jack playing a game with 

Schillok, Dus and pofa.

You also notice some others. Like you, sitting alone are Parkur, Paix672 and PhoenixTears at the 

bar.

Parkur(Vermouth/james) -> Detective Tommy(Heiji) (true)

Now, how long will you stay at the bar? You don't want to meet that crazy cook again for now. Oh 

jeez. You also miss your Unicorn. Time to drown your sorrow in alcohol. While getting drunk, you 

notice a person in this bar. You remember to have seen that person before somewhere. That person 

also talks funny. But where do you know that person from? Maybe you're also just mistaken. 

Anyway, seems people don't recognize you with this disguise. 

Good that you choose to get this disguise, instead of a detective or something else.

Saw before -> Heiji is famous as a detective

Talks funny -> well, he was said to talk funny by Jodie XD But Jodie counts to that too. And Hakuba 

too I guess, since he's a foreinger :x

Last sentence: Detective! Now, this was a easier one I guess :x

Paix672(Yusaku) -> Akai at the bar (false)

You drink your favorite drink. While looking around you in the bar you notice that a person has 

sharp eyes. You don't think that person is harmful tho. But this person seems to be very cautious. 

That person is also looking around at the people in the bar. And even glares at one of them 

intensely, without the other one noticing it.

Not harmful -> townie

Cautious, glaring at someone without being notices -> something a FBI could do

Glaring meanis having scary eyes -> Akai

Was a false hint, since Akai(Meme) wasn't at the bar (but was in the game)

PhoenixTears(Pisco) -> Lover pair at the bar(false)
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While drinking with alone at the bar you notices that two persons are acting strange. They sit next 

to each other… whispering something. Oh, what's that? They are secretly holding hands with each 

other under the table? No one notices. But you did!

Confusing BO, wooo~ \o/

Holding hands -> obvious hint about another lover pair in that group that is in the bar.

Option 1: Help cook

You decide to help the cook out.

"Great! Thanks a lot! Please go to the storage and bring me the things on this list!"

You receive a list with various indigents written on it and head to the storage. Wow, that's quite a 

lot actually. Maybe it would have been better do decline.

Anyway, you finally arrived at the storage. Strangely you're not alone here so late at night.

There are two people that are looking for indigents here, meme and Edogawa.

There is also a little girl looking for a teddy with the help of nomemory, abs., shin_ichi, sakina and 

Commi-ninja.

You also notice some people standing outside looking into the storage. It's Yurikochan, breva and 

KainTheVampire. Seems like they followed someone into the storage.

Meme(Akai) -> Yukiko (false)

While looking for the indigents, you notice a person in the storage. You saw that one somewhere 

before. On a photo? Yeah! That's right! That person was photographed together with some kids 

once. But why is that person on this ship?

Akai saw Yukiko once on a photograph taken together with the DBs, Conan and Haibara. He was 

stalking them back then :x

Edogawa(Akemi) -> Other lover pair(false)

You look for the indigents that are standing on the list. But you have a hard time finding them in 

this large storage room.

You hear some people whispering in the storage room. It's two people who are thinking they aren't 

seen by anyone, but you can see them, tho the others in the storage room can't. You notice that 

they look intensely at each other. And they are also holding hands… what's the meaning of this?

Another lover pair, besides themselves. False hint.

Group D

"Please! Help me! I lost Grawwbear! Please help me!". It's a cute little girl calling out to you. She's 

small and has a rice ball in her left hand. She also wears a cute blue striped dress.

"Huh? You lost Grawwbear? What do you mean? I thought Grawwbear isn't aboard?" you ask her 

confused.

Little girl: " Yes, Grawwbear! She's my teddy bear! Without her, I can't fall asleep…" she starts to 

cry. "Please, help me find Grawwbear the teddy bear"

What will you do?

1) Help her out.

Who cares? Do something else and leave her alone.2)

Right choice for player: Nomemory 2, Abs. 1, shin_ichi 2, sakina 2, Commi_ninja 2
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Right choice for player: Nomemory 2, Abs. 1, shin_ichi 2, sakina 2, Commi_ninja 2

What the player decided:

Nomemory: 1 = false

Sakina: 1 =  false

Shin_ich 1 = 1 false

Commi: 1= false

Abs. 1 = True

No one could resist the little girl <3

Option 1: Help out

You decide to help this little cute girl! She seems to have asked other people too to help her out. 

Anyway, she drags the lot of you, nomemory, Abs., shin_ichi, sakina and Commi-ninja into a storage 

room, where she said that she saw grawwbear the last time. Why was she in the storage room 

anyway?

Well, seems like you aren't alone here. Meme and Edogawa are looking for indigents, for whatever 

reason. Also, Yurikochan, breva and KainTheVampire seem to have followed someone into the 

storage room.

Nomemory(Tequila) -> Satou (false)

You look around the storage room, but you can't find the grawwbear. But instead, you notice that 

one person in the storage room seems kind of familiar. That person seems to be able to do martial 

arts and throw people over. Better watch out here.

Was hard. Martial arts,well, Satou is throwing people around <3 The BO even thought that it could 

be Satou XD

Sakina (Jodie) -> Bourbon (false)

You try to find the grawwbear, but you weren't able to. Instead, you found a black cap. What is it 

doing here? But that cap seems kind of familiar… could it be?! A… But.. Seriously?

Black Cap -> well, no one knows who Bourbon really is, since it wasn't revealed. But there is the scar 

Akai thingy. Was A false hint anyway. And Jodie was also looking for  scar akai when he had that 

cap.

Also, "A… But.. Serously?" -> Abs. :x Tho it was a false hint here, I still made a little hint on Abs. :V

Shin_ichi(Kobayashi) -> Megure(false)

Ah, poor girl. You want to find the teddy quickly for her, but you don't have luck. But instead you 

found a familiar face in the storage. It's that nice person with the hat. Seems that person has a 

hat fetish. Otherwise you can't explain why that person is wearing one all the time.

Hat fetish -> well, we know that Megure has a injury there. But Kobayashi wouldn't

Hat fetish could also point at Vodka and Gin I guess? :x

Commi-Ninja (Asami) -> Shinichi (false)

You looked around for a long time now. But you couldn't find the teddy. But you did find a face that 

you recognize. Although you never met that person face to face, you know that person from the 

newspapers. And that person happens to be in the same storage room! Lucky!

Newspapers -> in the movies,  you usually see at the intro Shinichi appearing in the newspaper. Tho 

can also point to the otehr celebrities, like Vermouth, Yukiko or yusaku.
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Abs. (Ayumi) -> meme (Akai) (true)

It's no use. You can't find the Teddy after looking around the storage room for so long… But you 

found someone else instead. It's a person with sharp eyes. But that person doesn't seem to be 

dangerous. You think at least.

Meh, metal objects are making it harder to find the Teddy, since they are too heavy to move for 

you.

Not dangerous + sharp eyes -> Akai

Meh, metal… -> meme! Wooo~ \o/

For the Ghosts (Xpon, Xcommando)

You're a ghost now. Floating around on the ship, being bored and stuff.

Suddenly, someone grabs you from behind (on the shoulder I mean).

"Help!" you scream. But wait, you're a ghost, how can someone touch you?

"Hello there, little girl. How about joining me and my friends?" You see a man with a black beard, 

the ghost Captain LeChuck.

He want you to join him and play poker with him.

What will you do?

1) Play with the old geezer, nothing to do anyway.

2) Don't play with him. He looks, all transparent and stuff...

True for:

BO: Xcommando 2 

Town: xpon 2

Xpon: 1=1 false

Xcommando: 1 = false

False hint: Vodka, band-aid (Ran, Shinichi)

Didn't send them an answer, since I forgot :V Guess they are still playing with LeCHuk O.o"

Decision for Jack(Eve):

Hi eve! You don't play. But I want to use you as a hint-giver ;D Please PM me with the answers :x

You're Jack [s]the Ripper[/s] the Sailor. Captain Kleene Onigiri, totally drunk like always, stares at 

you. You don't have a good feeling... She'll certainly wants something again!

Suddenly, Kleene stands up from her chair and rushes over to you. But she stumbled and is about to 

fall on her face.

What will you do?

1) Be a hero and jump forwards, catching Captain Kleene Onigiri

2) Wait till she hits her face on the floor and laugh your ass off!

Hint on lovers in the game:

Eve2

Decided on:

Eve: 2=true (meanie!)

(2 wine glasses = just one pair of lovers)
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(2 wine glasses = just one pair of lovers)

That cut on the face was also added in the phase change :)
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